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ABSTRACT:
TSL is a language for writing formal test
spec@ations of the functions of a sofhyare system.
The test specifications are compiled into executable
test scripts that establish test environments, assign values to input variables, peflorm necessary setup and
cleanup operations, run the test cases, and check the
correctness of test results.
TSL is a working system
that has been used to test commercial software in a production environment.
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INTRODUCTION
In [ll], we introduced the category-partition method
for analyzing a software product’s functional specification. We also described a test specification language
based on the method, and a system tbat transformed the
test specifications into textual descriptions of test cases. Neither the method, the language, nor the system in
[ll] provided any means for specifying test case results.
The method and language only dealt with the tested
function’s parameters and environments, and the system
generated descriptions only of potential test case inputs
and setups. Furthermore, since the original system produced only textual descriptions of test cases, additional
manual work was needed to transform the tool’s output
into executablecode.
We have now created a considerably enhanced test
specification model that substantially automates the
testing process. With this model, formal test specifications written in the Test Specification Language (TSL)
are compiled into complete, executable test cases and
test scripts. For each function of a software system, a
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test specification describes the function’s inputs, the environment conditions (external conditions) that affect
its behavior, the outputs that it produces, and the changes it makes to the environment. The test specification
also describes which outputs and environment changes
are expected to occur as a result of different combinations of inputs and environment conditions. Given this
information, the TSL processor builds self-contained,
executable test scripts. The scripts assign values to input variables, establish required external conditions, execute test cases and necessary cleanup operations, and
compare the program’s produced results to the expected
results.
TSL also provides the capability of writing additional setup statementsto create any needed data objects or
test preconditions, cleanup statementsto prepare for additional tests, and any result checking code that goes beyond direct comparison of outputs against expected results.
A key objective of TSL is to minimize the amount of
tedious work for the human tester, both in the original
script creation and in future test maintenance. This objective is realized in several ways:
The test specification contains a maximal amount
of descriptive information about the software, permitting TSL to generate complete test scripts directly from the test specification, without manual
intervention by the human tester.
Information that is common to several functions
of a system (such as parameters,environment conditions, and result descriptions) need only be specified once, and can be shared by several test specitications. This facility simplifies the original creation of a test specification, and reduces error
possibilities when a specification is modified.
Part of a specification can be modified without destroying the usefulness of the unchanged part.
The revised specification yields test scripts that
contain both new test cases and the still relevant
original cases.
l
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FUNCTIONAL TESTING AND THE
SPECIFICATION OF TESTS
In functional testing (as opposed to structural or internal testing), test cases are selected based on functional
or external properties of the tested software and its input and output domains. Functional tests based on inputs are supposed to contain representative values from
each set of inputs that can have a potentially different
effect on the program’s behavior. Tests based on outputs are supposedto produce results that include a member from each different type of output produced by the
program.
It is frequently not obvious what constitutes “inputs
that can have a potentially different effect” or “each
different type of output.*’ However, a common characteristic of functional test derivation methods is the construction of a partition of the program’s input domain,
with each class of the partition containing, inputs that
are presumed to be similar either in their effect on the
program’s behavior, or in the type of output they produce. There has recently been some controversy over the
value of this type of testing. In particular, Hamlet and
Taylor 171claim that tests based on input partitions frequently are barely better for error detection than a random choice of tests over the entire input domain. We
do not intend to take sides in this controversy, since we
believe that both partition-based and random methods
are useful and have their own benefits. In particular,
part of the appeal of partition-based testing is that a
well-defined partition of the input space, together with
the corresponding required outputs, is itself a concise description of the program’s functional behavior.
Note that a well-defined partition should include
some input classes that consist solely of error inputs.
These are inputs for which the program’s requirements
either do not specify an expected output, or else explicitly state that such inputs are errors. Executing tests
from each class of such a partition exhibits the program’s behavior over the entire range of its inputs, both
expectedand unexpected.
The category-partition method [ll] is a systematic
way of analyzing a system’s functional specification to
produce a well-defined partition of each function’s input domain and a description of each function’s expected
results.
The tester starts applying the method by identifying
each individual parameter and environment condition
that affects the function’s behavior, and then determines
the significant properties of each one. These properties
are called categories; their significance depends both on
the input and on the function. Examples are length of
an input string (to a string-processing program), the
number of jobs waiting to be assigned a partition (to a
memory allocator), and the priority of an individual job
(to a process scheduler). The next step is to decompose

each category into a set of mutually exclusive choices.
The choices represent the set of possible values for the
parameter or environment condition to assume in a test
case.
Results am characterized by specifying outputs that
are produced, and describing changescaused by the function to the systemenvironment.
TSL provides a format for writing concise descriptions of the categories, choices, and expected results for
a function, and rules that describe the combinations of
inputs that can cause each result to occur. The TSL processor compiles the descriptions and rules into a set of
test casesfor the function.
The TSL system provides a number of benefits that
are independent of the particular method of generating
tests. The test specification can be viewed as a type of
formal functional specification of the program, since it
describes the relationship between inputs and outputs.
As such, it can serve as an additional check of the program’s behavior against informal requirements or specifications, or againstanother formal specification.
Since the TSL specifications are based entirely on the
program’s expected functional behavior, they can be
written as soon as the software’s specification is available, well before design or coding begin. One advantage
of writing test specifications early is that the tester fmquently discovers errors and inconsistencies in the functional specifications. The earlier these are unearthed,
the better. Another obvious advantage is that the test
cases will be ready for execution when the code is
ready, which in turn implies that implementation schedule slips have a less serious impact on the testing schedule.
It is frequently noted that properly written test cases include both required inputs and expected results.
Many testers, however, avoid writing down the results
before they run tests. While TSL does not force the
tester to describe results in advance, it provides a simple and convenient way to express them, and to write
code for checking that a test’s output satisfies its expectedresult.
TSL aids in the purely managerial and administrative
aspects of testing software. By using TSL to write test
cases, a project gets a complete and standardized record
of the tests and their relation to the functions being
tested. When all testers on a project use TSL, everyone
can read and understand all of the test descriptions and
test scripts. The format of test results is also standardized, making it easy for everyone to interpret the output
of a test script.
Test maintenance and modification are exceptionally
easy with TSL. Since the test specifications are organized according to software functions, a change to the
functionality can be immediately traced to the corresponding place in its TSL specification, and the test in-

In each PARAME TER section, the <param-name>
is the name of au input category of the tested function.
are the names of
<choice-l>,
... , <choice-n>
choices of the category. Under each choice, the tester
cau optionally specify a list of specific values. If specific values are included, TSL coustmcts test cases with
them. If specific values are omitted, TSL uses the name
of fhe choice as the default value of the parameter. The
categories in a PARAMETER section tiqueutly are, iu
fact., parameters of au actual function or command of
the tested system. However, they can also be characteristics of the tested command or function that the tester
believes are important iu defining au input partition.
Each ENVIRONMENT section similarly identifies
environment condition categories and choices. Euviroumeut categories describe features of the system that require more initialization than merely assigning a value

Furthermore, mauy
formation updated accordingly.
types of changes to the software require only a small
change to bring the TSL specification iu line with the
new software. For example, if a new parameter is added to a system command, it is only necessaryto add a description of the new parameter to the command's TSL
specification, specify how test results are affected by
the new parameter, and possibly modify a template for
test cases to indicate how the new parameter is used in
the command. The existing parameter descriptions remain unchanged. A new script produced from the modified test specification will automatically include all relevant combinations of the new parameter with the existing ones. The tester is relieved of the tedious chore of
modifying a long seriesof existing test cases.
THE TEST.SPECIFICATION

LANGUAGE

A TSL test specification consists of a number of different sections that describe various aspects of the software and its environment; this information is combined
aud assembled by TSL into au executable test script.
The separate sections make the description of a test
script very economical, since each parameterand enviroumeut category need only be described once, but cau be
used in mauy different test cases. The separatesections
also make it easy for a tester to modi@ or add to the iuformation that controls the script. The general forms
of the sections of a specification are shown informally
in Figure 1.
A test specification contains one TEST section, aud
may contain any number of PARAMETER, ENVIRONMENT, aud RESULT sections. In the Figure, the following uotatioual conventions are used: Upper case
strings are keywords. Pointed brackets (< >) denote a
generic item that is replaced by au instance iu the actual
specification. (In a complete formal grammar, these
would be non-terminals.) Square brackets ( [ I) surround au optional item.
The TEST section is a template for the code of the actual test cases that are produced; it is required to be in
every test specification. The <testname>
is a required
identifier for the TEST section. Xdescriptionstring>
is an optional “comrneue’ that cau be used to
describe the contents or purpose of the test. These comments are printed out when the tests are mu. The actual code template is preceded by the keyword FORM,
aud cau contain variables representing <param-name>s
When the FORM is iuor <environment-name>s.
stantiated, the variables are replaced by specific parameter or euvirououmeut values. Optional setup and cleauup code for auy test casesthat are produced, aud special
code to verify results that are expected to occur for every execution of the test case may also be included.
(Verification code for individual results is included in
the Results section.)
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TEST <test-name>
[<description-string>]
[SETUP {<string>]]
FORM {<string>)
[CLEANUP {<string>]]

PARAMETER <param-name>
[<description-string>]
[<setup-cleanup>]
* <choice-l>
[<value-list>]
[<setup-cleanup>]
. . .
* <choice-n>
[<value-list>]
[<setup-cleanup>]

ENVIRONMENT <environment-namer
[<description-string>]
[<setup-cleanup>]
* <choice-l>
[<setup-cleanup>]
. . .
* <choice-n>
[<setup-cleanup>]

RESULT <result-name>
[<description-string>]
[<setup-cleanup>]
[VERIFY <verification-code>]
IF <result-expression-l>
. . .
IF <result-expression-n>
FIGURE 1. General

Form of Test Speclficetlon

Sections

destructively (i.e., by changing some aspect of the system’s state), thus making it impossible to verify additional results of a test.
In general, the expressions specified in an IF clause
do not constrain all possible parameter or environment
categories. If a category is not mentioned in an IF
clause, it means that the result is expected to occur regardless of the value of that category. TSL generatesas
many different test casesfor that result as are necessary
to include all the valuesthat satisfy the clause.
When a test specification does not have a RESULT
section, there are no restrictions on the test cases. TSL
then generates tests that include all possible zombinations of parametersand environment conditions.
The generation of test cases is illustrated briefly
with the schematic test specification of Figure 2. Since
category P has 3 choices and Q has 2, there are 6 possible test input combinations. However, the IF clauses
generate four different input combinations that produce
the three results, yielding the four test cases shown in
Figure 3.
To show a more complete example of a test specification and how it is transformed into a test script, we use
the example of an editor CHANGE command described
by Myers [lo, pp. 218-2261. Figure 4 is the English
specification of the command, and Figures 5 and 6 show
the corresponding TSL specification. The operating sys-

to a variable. Typical environment conditions are the
status and contents of a file, the condition of the runtime stack, the amount of unallocated memory available, and the number of processes currently in existence. Because of these more general characteristics, the
environment part of a test specification frequently contains setup information that must be executed before
any test casethat usesthe environment.
In each RESULT section, the tester identifies an expected result that should be produced by the test cases,
writes code to verify the result, and specifies the combinations of parameters and environment conditions that
can produce the result. The <verification-code>
for a result can be either actual executable code that
runs after each test case and checks the post-test state of
the system, or it can -merely print certain values for the
tester to examine visually. Setup and cleanup code can
also be included in the specification of a particular result. Such code is executed, respectively, before and after eachtest casethat producesthe result.
The output of an individual test case always includes
a description of the items (parameters, environments,
and results) that make up the test. By default this description is the name of the item. However, the tester
has the option of including in any PARAMETER, ENVIRONMENT,
a
and
RESULT
section
<description-string>
that is displayed instead of
the default. These strings can give the tester reading
the output of a script a more accurate description of the
characteristicsof the test case.
Each IF <result-expression>
clause in a RESULT section contains a Boolean expression that characterizes when the result is expected to occur. In general,
a result can be produced by many different combinations
of parameter and environment values. Each combination
of values that satisfies the <result-expression>
in a RESULT section becomesthe set of inputs of an individual test case for that result. The values are substituted for the parameter and environment variables in the
TEST FORM to build the part of the test script that
performs the actual test. If a given combination of parameter-environment values satisfies the <result - ex pression> for more than one result, then only one
test case with that input combination is produced, but
each of the results is verified after the test is executed.
(The SEPARATEdirective, discussedbelow, allows exceptions to the one-test-caserule.)
Two special directives can appear in a RESULT section. The directive SINGLE can be appendedto any IF
clause; it tells TSL to generate only one test case satisfying that clause. Au example of using SINGLE is given below. The directive SEPARATEcan be attached to a
result-name; it causesTSL to generate separatetest cases for each input combination that produces the result.
SEPARATEis used for results that cau only be verified

PARAMETERP
* Pl
* P2
* P3
PARAMETERQ
* Ql
* Q2

RESULT A
IF (P = Pl)
RESULT B
IF (P # P2) AND (Q = Ql)
RESULT C
IF (Q = Ql,
FIGURE 2. Schematic Test Specification
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FIGURE 3. Test Cases Derived from Figure 2
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ues of the parameter.
This specification for CHANGE will generate a total of 38 test cases. Thirty casescome from each of the
fist two RESULT sections, and since their clauses have
identical e?pressions, these two results are verified together after the execution of each of the thirty tests.
The thirty different tests are derived by combining 5
values for string1 (all except length0) and 6 values for
string2 (all listed values, since string2
is not constrained in the expression). One of the test cases that
produces these two results is shown in Figure 7. In the
script for the test case, line 01 comes from the SETUP
code of the environment contains -stringl,
lines
02-04 are the code from the TEST FORM, line 05 is
the description-string
from the result replacement-done,
lines 06-10 are the VERIFICATION code for replacesnent-done,
and line 11 is
the description-string
from the result linetyped. The latter result has no VERIFICATION code
specified.
The RESULT not-found
section generates 5 test
cases,from the 5 values of stringl.
The tester decided that a single value for string2
was sufficient to
test this result.
Iu the RESULT syntax-error
section, each IF
clause generatesonly one test case becausethe directive
SINGLE is attached to each. SINGLE tells TSL to generate only one test case that satisfies the clause. This
feature is commonly used in testing error situations,
where most of the components of the input are irrelevant to the outcome of the function. The particular value used by TSL for any of the unconstrained categories
is usually the first value listed under that category.
However, if an unconstrained category appears in another IF clause that produces the same result, then TSL uses a choice different from the one specified in the other
IF clause. The reason is to assure that each test case
contains only one distinct input value that is supposed
to produce the result. (Myers [lo] calls this technique
error-sensitizing). Thus, the
FIGURE 4. English speclficatlon

for CHANGE command

IFfirst-non-blank=is-not-slash[SINGLE]

tern commauds are. Unix. Although this example does
not demonstrate all the features of TSL, it shows
enoughof the languageto give a feel for its use.
In the example,string1 and string2 are the explicit parameters of the command. The tester has defined two
additional parameter categories,first-non-blank and internal-separator.
The only environment condition is
the status of the current line, with respect to containing
the search string stringl. The SETUP code for the two
choices for current-line builds a line with the desired
property (either containing or not containing stringl),
and puts the line into a file called testjile. Note the use
of the TSL variable $sningl to refer to the possible val-

clause would generate a test case whose choices for each
category are:
Categ;orv
first-non-blank
internal-separator
string1
string2
current-line

Choice
is-not-slash
is-slash
length1
length1
contains-striugl

Value
- ,IzII
III II
“a”
IIa11

THE EVOLUTION OF TSL

In the original version of TSL, only parameter and environment conditions and relationships among them were
specified. Specific values were not included, and no re214
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FIGURE 5. Teat Specification for CHANGE command (Parameters and Environments)
suits were specified.
The system generateda file of permitted combinations of choices for each tested function,

ing only descriptions of the test cases,TSL now produces actual
test cases, consisting
of executable
code that
assigns
values to inputs,
sets up environment
conditions,
and carries
out the action
that is being
tested.

and the tester had to manually
write an actual test case
corresponding
to each generated combination.
The current
version
of TSL improves
upon the original in three significant
ways.
First, rather than produc-

Second, TSL constructs test scripts that contain a sequence

of individual

test cases,
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RHSUT,T repl.acemcnt.-dono
DESCRIPTIOX { Stri rq 1 found in current-line,
replacement
done.}
VL:HIt’Y (
C?ChCl“l’.lNE-PRI;PTX” S::I:ringZ! “LINE-SUFFIX”
> replaced-testfile
if ( ’ CTII~ I: t L’LIt.ti lc> replaced--test.f
ile ’ )
t~hc!ll
echo
“~03. I ect - replacement”
c:lsc echo Wincorrect-replacement
W
curd i. I )
IF first-non-blank
= is-c Jlash AND internal-separator
= is-slash
I’.BD stringl
I: langth0
ASD current-line
= contains-string1
DL;SCRIWION (St1 inyl
l’ound, type changed line. }
TF f i rstl-non
hl‘ank = i.:: sldsh AND internal-separator
= is-slash
.\KD :;t:riiql
.L length0
AtiD current-line
= contains-string1
RL;SULT not.
Lollrlcl
DESCRIPTIVE { St:rinq.l
noI’ found in current-line,
VERIFY [
tY!ho ’ J,lrl;E- PREFJ’X” $stringl
“LINE- SUFFIX”
i.f ( 8cn:p s t c!ci1 1.i 1.c Ilochange--testf
ile I )
“LXX rect : no replacement
’ incorrect
: current-line

no replacement

done. }

> nochange-testf

ile

done”
was changed”

is-r,.lash
AND internal-separator
= is-slash
ANI> current-line
= does-not-contain-string1

I~KSCRIPTION {Syrltrlx c:t-t-or
i.n command, do not attempt
1F f.ir:;t
non bl.allk -- is. nut-slash
[SINGLE]
TF’ i nLr?~~l::l- :~t>parciL.or :: i .c not- slash [SINGLE]
1 F sixinql

to execute.}

.- l~~m-~t.Ml I:iIKGl.l31
FIGURE 0. Test Specification

for CHANGE command

cleanup code that can apply either to the entire script,
to a particular result, to a single test case, or to specific
parameters and environments for a test case. Third, results can be specified in TSL, and verification code is automatically inserted into test scripts.
Use of TSL is not restricted to testing of programs
written in any particular source language, or run under
any particular operating system. Potential applications
include any type of system for which a functional specification exists, and where parameters and environment
conditions can be identified.
The category-partition
method can be applied at any level of software testing,
including unit, module, integration, and system testing. TSL has been used to test the commands of a softwaxe managementsystem and software for a process control system. Other applications that have been considered include generating test programs for a compiler,
and generating test scripts for an interactive debugger.

RELATED

(Results)

METHODS AND TOOLS

The two main emphases of the TSL work to this
point have been the category-partition method of analyzing a specification, and the integration into a formal
test specification of all tbe information needed to produce a complete, executable, and self-verifying test
script. Our work thus includes both a metbod for designing tests as well as a formalism and tool for canyiug out the method.
Tbe category-partition method creates functional
tests by forming combinations of the many different potential inputs and environment conditions that can influence the way a function behaves. Various other similar
functionality-based test derivation methods have been
described in the literature, including cause-effect graphing [5, lo], condition tables [6], and functional testing
[9]. Two other test derivation methods, revealing subdomains [13], and equivalence partitioning [12], use both
the specification and the program code to derive input
216

test classes. Descriptions of these methods and their relation to the category-partition method are given in

nite state machine model, such as process control and
transactionprocessingsystems.
Duncan and Hutchison [4] described, but did not hnplement, a method that uses attribute-augmented context-free gmmmars to describe the form of inputs and
outputs of a program. The grammar functions both as a
formal description of the expected behavior of the program, and as a test case generator. The attributes provide context-sensitive information that relates inputs
and outputs, and allows a generator to produce semantically correct test cases. In addition, the attributes can
be used to control the type and size of test cases that
are produced.
Homer and Schooler [8] describe independent testing
of the intermediate phases of a compiler through the use
of a test generator generator (TGG) that transforms an
attribute grammar into a program that generates test
cases. Since their interest was specifically compiler testing, they were satisfied to produce outputs that consisted of internal representations of the output of the compiler phases. Although Homer and Schooler mention
that TGG “can be used to produce compilable, executable, and even self-checking test programs”, they do not
make use of these capabilities, and their paper does not

1111.
The idea of writing a machine-processable formal
test specification has beenconsideredby several authors.
Duncan [3] suggested a context-free grammar that
could generate sets of test inputs for a program in everincreasing levels of complexity. These grammars, however, only produce input strings; it is up to the human
tester to derive the corresponding outputs, create checking code, and integrate inputs, outputs, and code into an
executablescript.
Bauer and Finger [l] implemented a method of deriving a regular grammar from a formalized functional
specification of the tested system’s behavior, and a tool
that generatestest cases from the grammar. The generated test cases are complete; that is, they consist of both
input sequences,and the corresponding expected system
responses and outputs. Part of the system is an Automatic Test Executor, which transforms the generated
test sequencesinto executable test input for the system
under test, supplies the input to the system and verifies
the system’s response.The technique can be used for systems that are formally specified using an augmented ti217
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, .-..

describehow TGG builds complete,executablescripts.
A more specialized approach to test case generation
was taken by Bird and Munoz [2]. They discuss techniques that can be used to build special-purpose test
script generators, and characterize the common properties that such generators share. They apply the techniques to building generators for testing several different types of program, including PL/l compilers, a graphics display manager, and sodmerge routines. Bird and
Munoz emphasize that although concepts of test case
generation are similar for different types of software,
each test case generator is a specific tool that must be
coded separately. They have not built a general-purpose
program or system for analyzing a test specification,
and in fact, the concept of a test specification does not
appearin their work
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